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Brussels, 25 June 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 101 l/VI?. f/. 
I 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 15 June 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 171 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92 %in the Community. 
c) during the same period Rotterdam spot prices increased by 86 %. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices exoressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attlched also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN F,OR DE EUROPIEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EU'IDPAISCI-EN GEMElNSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF rrHE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMt-ASSION DES eot.1MU'lAUTES EUROPEEl'tES - EmPOllH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSKJNE DELLE COMl.NTA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No.101 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables whi·ch indicate at 15 April 1981 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states ot the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by addi~g on 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis ;n each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 
in force in each.Member Country. 
; (~ .f:; 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 101 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSIJIER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMlll*ITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 15.6.1981 · 











a) Weighted 1verage<5> 
b) Weighted average in I 
15.6.1981/15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
~5.6. 198r/15. ,2.78 
d) Variations i'n I 
Platts quotations 
15.6.1981/15.12.78 










67 X 69 % 
67 % 68 % 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 1/1000 leg (4) 
301,07 271,40 196,35 
329,15 299,54 234,24 
293,63 251,74 208, 16 
301 
. 195,45 287,98 
338,85 292,96 220,77 
281,13 269,75 203,63 
281,57 258,28 211,29 
340,40 330,09 222,04 
300,20 275,61 207,53 
73 % 90 % 118 Z 
92 % 
82 % 82 % 
(1) Price level: price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of the 
~r states of the oil aarket in each aeablrstate. 
(2) Puap Pri CH 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
·-·,- --·-----
@ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.101 
ltveaua indicatifs hebdo•adaires des pria hors droits et taaes • la consoaaation en ~n~ies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies• Taxes and duties eactuded. 
Prt1 au 15.6.1981 
. 
Es~ence Suoer Essence NorNle Gasoil "°teur 5asoil Chauffage fuel risiduel 
Preaiua &asoline legular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Nea.iing OH Residual Fuel Oil 
.... 
--
.. 1000L 100CK. 1000L 100CK. Tonne 
lelgtque f8 13.920 13.280 11.638 10.491 7.590 
hneaark CD 2.700 2.635 2.445 2.225 1.740 
Alla•agne DII 795 740 694 595 492 
france Ff 1.876,60 1.786,80 1.701,70 1.628,10 1 .105 
lrlande l lrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 189,49 142,80 
ltalte LirH 365.180 335.520 331.530 318.110 240.136 
Pays-ties Fl 866,46 820,70 741,10 679,80 556,12 . 
It.It. ( Angl. 113,50 149,70 171, 70 166,50 112 
/' 
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PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 AVRIL 1981 




















Taux de change au.15 avril 1981 : 
Essence Nor•ale 
Prix llo:,ens 
Prh de ~ Hors D 't vente Taxes ~
26.500 13.540 12.160 
5.240 2.850,49 2.309,51 
1.418,2C 667,35 700,35 
3.770 1.900,8( 1.659,20 
419,4C 202,96 211, 36 
870.000 524.900 310.100 
1.616 785,37 776,63 
336,50 181,50 150,80 
Gasoi l lloteur 
Prix 110:,ens 
Prix de Droits Hors 
~ vente __,.;;;: Taxes 
25.700 7 .180 11.430 
5.160 938,85 2.271,15 
1.367,70 589,57 693,13 
3.560 1.175,90 1.574, 0 
414,32 141,54 218,66 
835.000 64.560 305.440 
1.562 359,20 742,80 
332,30 184,40 169,50 











1 •cu-= 41,5946 FB - 7,98509 CD - 2,53711 DM - 5,98736 FF - 1.262,37 Li res - 0,694992-t:.irl. - 2,81013 Fl - 0,539639 -1:·.angl. 





(en 110nnates nationales) 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 




Gasoil chauffage (1 .000 L) (1) Fuel lourd H.T.S. Ctonne)<Z> 
Pri• no:,ens 
z Hors Droits Tues Taxes 
BELGIQUE (Fl) 1.650 10.290 
Do1NEIIARK (KR) 891,07 2.053,93 
ALLEllolGNE (DII) 96, 71 599,60 
FRANCE (FF) 435,40 1.500,60 
IRLANOE (U 15,30 189,47 
ITALIE (Lires) 62.685 292.929 
PAYS-BAS (FL) 162,67 682,80 
ROYAUl!E-UNI 7,70 156,40 
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 • 5000 litres 














~ Hors ·· Prix ~ de Taxes es Yentl! 
- 8.066 8.066 
410 1.683 2.093 
15 506,41 521,41 
1 1.118 1.119 
15,92 143, 37 159,29 
1 .000 235.603 236.603 
15,08 552,12 567,20 
8,01 100,63 108,64 
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lru111l1, 2nd July 1981. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 102 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest iv1il1ble 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 22nd June 1981 the prices of crud, otl and 
petroleutit products hive ,volved as follow, tn current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 171 X as I result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consuaer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92X in the Community. 
c) during the same 1>4•riod Rotterdam spot prices increased by 86X. . . 
(1) This level 11 particularly senstttve to v1rt1tton1 tn the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over I given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
• 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FrR DE EUROPJEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ! 
COMMISSION OF HE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnrrPOn4 TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 





OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 102 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSU!'IER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COflllUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at: 22.6.1981 









a) Weighted average<S> 
b) Weighted average in 
22.6.81 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
,2.6.81 ·/15.12.78 

















Regular gasoline Autoaotive diesel oil HeaHng oil 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 
343,28 295,o.4 265,19 
354,61, 329,07 299,46 
312,79 293,34 253,61 
315,68 300,68 287,67 
326,47 338,53 292,69 
284,27 280,89 269,52 
318,29 284,18 260,78 
310,87 337,50 330,94 
. 
312,90 299~57 276,13 
. 
. 
701 721 911 
921 
731 891 89% 
Rnidual fuel 












(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of the 
IN'aber states of the oil aarket in each aeaber state. 
(2) Pu11p Prices 
(3) Pd ces for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres.-
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per ,ear. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
• (1) Maximum p~ices 
~ULLETIN.PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 102 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taxes• la consoeaation en aonnaies naticnales 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix IU 22.6.1981 
Essence•Super Essence Noraale Gasoil lloteur Gasoil Chauffagel Fue· l rtsiduel 
Preaiuwi~asol ine Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000.. 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
Belgique FB 13.920 13.280 11.414 10.259 7.266 
Daneaark CD 2.700 2.635 2.445 2.225 1 .740 
Allaaagne D" 785 740 694 600 49:' 
France FF 1.876,60 1.786,80 1.701,70 1.628,~0 1 .105 
lrlande l lrl. 2~_5,99 211,36 219,17 189,49 142 ,bO 
Ital le Li res 365.180 335.520 331.530 318.110 241. 198 
Pays-Bas Fl :883,41 837,65 747,88 686,30 54?,72 
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Brussels, 9th July 1981. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 103 17 fl ///'I I I 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 29th June 1981· the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Co111111unity•s average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 171 X 11 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
(1) b) the pre-tax consuMer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 91i in the Community. 
c) the incr~a~e in ~rice level (9~~>. is idtntical.to that in R0tterdam 
spot pricu. 
• (1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
,·in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
I 
Attached also, one tible which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/EISKE F/ELLESSKABER - KOMMISSKlN DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROf.>EAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EtJO>EENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
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'. •, OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO.JgJ. - -
. VEEltL'f INDICATIVI CONS-I PIIICIS LMLS IN THE COMUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIIS IXCI.UDEO (1) 








legular 9HOltM autoeotive dleHl otl N'eattnt otl hstdull fuel otl ;-
; 
,PrNtua .. ,our. 
1/1000 L <Z> 111000 L CZ> 1/1000 L <Z> 1/1000 CJ> 1/1000 •• (4) 
" ' 
- ,. "' ,. 
.. 
. .. ~·. 
· .. l,tua .. 357,30 338,17 291,11 269,41 115,91 .. 
- -- ··-···. 326,69 
; .. 
........ 360,76 352,0I '· ffl,30 232,49 
. 
.. ,..,., 329,00 310,14' 290,16 254,40 ·206,20 . 
~ franc• . . 329,40 . ' 313,63 -. 291,70 ZIS,.71 192,ZO 
; 
Ireland 330,61 .. 323,52 335.,41 . 
·, 290,05 221,n 
... , . 
301,39 Itel, 212,42 279,c,6 267,76 zoz,. .. 
.. j15,91 
.. ,urllftds 333,.23 212,11 251,11 204,n 
.. ,. 311,.91 304,.51 330,60 322,23 217,61 
. 
. 1.1.c. 
Weight~ ever ... ~,, 
•> 322,45 309,.74 296,.91 
274,.61 204,21 
• 
~, V.lgllted ewer• .. tn I . 671 691 • 711 













·, , . .;. 
.. ..; 
. 29.6.1911 /15-.12.71 
c> Weight~ avera .. on 911 
.. 
concer~ products 
;_;;r/i·11.. ____ 2_9_._6--1-98_t..;/-15_._1_2._,_· __ ..J.------L-------.-.1i.....;.....--------'-------.r...-------1:·: \>J d) :::!:!':!t!~.:... 771 791 901 90I 1011 
·' :;.' 29.6.1981115.12. 71 
: >:~) (1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus npresent1tiv• according to tll• belt HtiutH of tlle eapertt of tlle 
,,\:i,1-. - (
2
> ,:e;:-;r:!:!es of the oil ur .. t in each .. llblr 1t1te. 
' Cl) Pric•s for deliveries of 2,000 • 5,000 litres' 











.. , ..... 
U.K. 
tul.LETIN l'fTROLIER C.E.E. N0.103 
Niveaua tndtc1ttf1 llebdoaldaires des pria llor1 droitl et t1ae1 A la contOllaltlon en·aonnates national•• 
VeeklJ tncltcattve consuaer prices levels in national currencies - T•••• and dlltte1 ••eluded. 
Pris au 29.6.1911 
E11ence suswr E11ence Noraale 51101 l lloteur &11otl Ch1uff1 .. Fuel rfllduel 
Pr .. tua 51soltr.e a.t&,lar &asoltne AutOIIOtive Dietel Heating Oil lestdull Fuel Oil 
' 
100DL 100CIL 100DL 1000L Tonne 
,. 13.960 13.240 11.671 10.526 7.266 
CD 
.2.100 2.635 2.445 2.225 1.740 
... 715 740 694 607 492 
• 
" 
1.876,60 1.716,80 1.701,70 1.621,10 1.095 
I lrl. 215,99 211,36 •... 219,t7 . 119,49 144,16 
Llres 365.180 335.520 331.530 · .t 311.110 241.000 
Fl 183,41 837,65 747,18 616,30 542,72 
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lru11el1, 16th July 1981. I 
COlltPIISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 104 "/ 'f t7. 'I I f 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ivailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
from 31st December 1978 to 6th July 1981. the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies•of crude oil rose 
by 171 X a, a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consu~er prices for the principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 86X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, tht figure 
would have been 91X instead of 86%. 
(1) This level is parttcularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation·to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN R>R DE EUROPJEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION . • · 
COMMISSION. OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES CO DER ElJ'IOPAJSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 





OIL E.E.c. BuLLEiIN NO. 104 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUl'IER PRICES LEVELS IN THE CO"KUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED C1) 










a> Weighted averagec5> 
b) . Weighted average in I 
6.7.81 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
.6.7.81 /15.12.78 
d> Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
6.7.81 115.1Z.78 
Pre2iua gnol in, 



























Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 












- 611 161 
861 
90I 901 
Residual fuel otl 












C1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the eaperts of, .. 
aeaber states of the oil aarket in each aellberstate. 
CZ) Puap Prices 
C3> Prices for deliveries of Z,000 - 5,000 l itrH' 
C4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per. ,ear. 
C5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last cauarter 78 and the first three cai,arters 1979. 
pULLETJN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 104 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels In national currencies - Taaes and duties ••eluded. 
Pria au 6.7.1981 
Essence Super Essence Norule Gnol l lloteur fillsoil Chauffage Fuel rnicluel Preaiu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil lesldual Fuel Otl 1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
1el1lcaue Fl 14.440 13.720 11.678 10.530 7.266 
laneurk co 2.700 2.635 2.445 2.225 1.740 
All ... gne ... 803 758 71Z 616 480 
• France Ff 1.876,60 1.786,80 
· 1.101,10 f:.621,10 1.095 
lrlande It lrl. 215,'l.9 211,36 219,17 189,49 144,16 
ltal1e LfrH 365.180 335.520 331.530 318.110 231.388 
Pays ... , Fl 900.36 854,60 756,36 695,30 553,ZZ . 








TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL.PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
. . S1/· , . . . . I . ''. 
PRESSE·MEDD.HHSE • MITT@l,f. l~ BIE PRfSSE • PRES~·RHE~,I • l~fDRMArm~(A tA PRISSE 
. ANAKDINDIH HA TON JYDO • INF 9IIZIDNf AltA:STIMPA • rtfD.f DELIN,·C AAN -~E: Pf.S · ·; .. 
. ·h . )~/:·:'. . :· . J ·~ ;·.. • ....... ,~#. i~J!'J~ty 1981.,. 
'l . . .. 
; '-/~/7/ '/I '' l 
COMlSSION OJI. IUU.ITJII NO. 105 ·. 
... 
The veekly bulletin, publfshed by the C011mis•ion gfvts tht tattst ivatlablt 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. .• 
The Commission considers that these bulletin• should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community ofl markets. 
From 31st December 1971 to 13th July 1981 the prices of crudt otl and 




•> FOB prfc11 for the C01111Untty•1av1ra9111ttrnal supplt11 of crude otl ro1t 
by 171 X as I result of the dtcf1fons taken by tht ofl exporting countrtesJ 
b) the pre•t11 consW111r prfces for the prfnctpal otl product1<1> reflected 
increases tn price for crude otl and imported finished products to the 
extent that they .increased by an average of around 88% in the Co11111unfty. 
' c) tf these prtces had bten fn ltn, vtth tht Rbtttrd1~ 1pot prtc••- tht ftgurt. 
vould have been 95% tn1t11d of 88%. 
(1) Thfs l•vel ts particularly s1n1tttve to v•rt1tton1 fn tht value of th, dollar 
in relation to the v1rtou1 natfonal curreftct,s. Vlltn prtce'I expressed tn 
national currencies ere constant over I given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline fn the value of the dollar leads to a rfse in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which tndtcates consumption price levels 11pr111ed tn 





... . ~ . "' ' . 
COMMISSION OFT El)ROPEA~ COMfvUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
KOMMISSIONEN FO\t. DE EUROP.LEISKE Fi. tLESSKABEF.l - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN ! . 









I OIL E.E.C. BUlLETIN NO. 105 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVE\.$ IN THE CO~MUNJTY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 












a> 11tt9"ted average<5> 
b) ·11et9"ted average in I 
13.7.81 /15.12.71 
c> lletgllted average on 
concerned products 
.3.7.81 /15.12.71 




Pre2iua {tHOl int 













Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 (J) 
346,04 301,60 zn,10 
347,05 3ZZ,.OZ .. - ffl,.05 
313,09 294,09 256,50 
309,40 294,66 211,92 
356,37 347,66 303,44 
277,69 274,31 263,ZI 
317,:10 ZI0,65 257,99 
296,77 3ZZ,ZO 314,.04 
309,34 294,91 zn,79 
• 
-611 70I Ill 
Ill 
... 
141 961 961 
Re1tdval fuel oil 












(1> Price level: price level aost oft-en applied and thus repre1ent1ttve according to tlle best e1tt .. tes of tlle esperts of -Clle 
aeaber states of the oil .. rket tn each ••~1t1te. 
CZ) Puap PricH 
O> Prices for deliveries of Z,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than Z,000 tonnes per aonth or less tllan 24,000 tonnes per year. 
<5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 71 and the first tllree QU1rters 197t. 
•<1> llaxiau• prices 
pULLETJN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 10$ 
liveaux indicattfs hebdoaadaires des pria hors droits et taxes• la consoaaatton en aonnates national .. 
VeeklJ indicative consumer prices levels tn national currencies - Taxes and duties ••eluded. 
Prta au 13.7.81. 
Essence Sui,.r Essence Nora.le &asot l llloteur la1oil Chauffage Fuel r"t-.l Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel 
1000&. 1000&. Heating Oil hsid!Ml Fuel OU 1000&. . 1000L , .... 
(•:Belgique fl 14.440 I 13.720 11.951 10.112 7.266 
D-Nrll Cl Z.700 Z.635 Z.445 z.zz5 1.740 
AllaaagM 
"' 803 751 712 621 471 
France 
" 
• 1.876,60 1.786,80 
--1.701,70 l-621,10 1.095 
lrlande l lrl. 240,70 236.,06 230.,29 201,00 151,76 
ltalt• LlrH 365.180 335.520 331.530 318.110 237.670 
PaJS-tlH Fl 900.36 854,60 756,36 . 695,30 553,ZZ 
u.ic. l Angl. 160,20 156,40 169,80 165,50 111,70 
.. 
C•> Maximum Prices 
I 
' 
TALSMAMJENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROU' - GROU'E ex., PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOI:OllOY TYllO'i' - GRLJPPO DEL PORTAI.OCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOOROVOEROER 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITHllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH na TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIONI AllA STAMPA. MHIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
lru11el1, 30th July, 1981. I 
COl!lllSStoN OJL BULLETIN NO. 106 tf"'I I 7. '/ 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. .. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 20th July, 1981, the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have tvolvtd 11 follows in current dollars: 
a> FOB prices for the Coamunity'1 average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 171 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b> the pre-tax consuMer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in pr~ce for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 87X in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterda• spot prices, the figure 
would have been 10Clinstead of 87X. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies • 
. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F~t'LESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMU~IES - COMMSSKJN DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENt-ES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE,COMUNITA EUROPEE,- COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 106 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE ::~Sll'!EI ,ttICES LEVELS IN THE co~~UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCl.UDED (1) 
Prices at: 20.7.1911 
-~iff_.....,.,..,. ....... _ ...... _.,,,, ... 







.. t ... ,l ..... 
U.L -- . 
•••. c. 
•> ltetthttd ov.r ... ,
5
, 
., ltetghttd aftrage in I 
20.7.1981/15.12.71 
c> lletgllttd average on 
concerned products 
20.7.1981/15.12.71 
d> Variations in I 
Platts QUOtat;ons 
20.7.1981/15.12.71 
Prt~iu;.i (laSOl in, 













legular gasoline Autoaotive diesel otl Ntatint oil 
1/1000 L Cl> 1/1000 L CD · ·- 111000 CS> 
353,23 302,M 274,0S 
365,92 S2S, 10-- -- . 294,55 
307,SI 211,n 255,06 
305,30 290,76--· 271,19 
355,66 342,92 299,26 
296,0Z m,11 26S,74 
311,10 213,JI 260,91 
. 
316,67 S1S,17 305,24 
. 
S10,0S 291,41 270,00 
• 
691 611 161 
171 
100I 100I 
lesidual fuel otl 












(1) Price level : price level 11<>st 0 often applied and thus representative according to the best esti .. tes of the e11Ptrts of tlle 
Naber stltH of the oil urket in t1ch Nablr state. 
(2) Pullp Pr i CH 
CS> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
C4> Prices for deliveries less thin 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per. ,ear. 
C5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 71 and the first three QUlrters 1979. 









9ULLETIN PETIOLlfl C.E.E. N0.106 
•iveaua indicattfa hebdoud1ires dts prix llora droita et taxes 6 l1 conaoaaation en aonnot,1 nationaltl 
lttlllJ indicative conauaer prices levels in national currencies·- T1ae1 and dllttea eactudecl. 
--- ._..........,_.,.,- .. 
Pria au 20.7.1911 
-
E11tnce Super E11tnce Norult &asoi l llot- &asotl Chauff ... Fuel rilt .. l 
Prtoiuo Gasol int legular &asolint Autoootivt Diesel NHttng Otl lesidual Fuel Oil 
1000L. 1000L. 1000L. 1000L. ,.,.,.. 
fl •<Prix oaxtuux 14.920 14.200 12.174 11.017 7.459 
uxi- prices: 
CD 2.115 2.820 2.490 2.210 1.730 
.. ms 751 712 ~ 629- 471 
• ,, 1.176,60 1.716,IO 1.701,70 1.621,10 1.095 
It lrl. 2'4,70 240,07 231,47 202,00 151,76 
Ltrt• 391.920 362.260 336.750 321.522 236.717 
Fl 917.62 171,15 776,70 715,30 556,52 
. 
It Antl. 175,50 171,70 169,IO 165,50 111,50 
" 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 




PRfSSf·MlDDUUSE • MITTfllUNG AN Dlf PRfSSf • PRfSS·RUfASf • INFDRMAtlON A LA PRfSSf 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INFDRMAZIDNf ALLA STAMPA • MfDfDUING AAN Of ;Pf RS·, 
• J 
., 
lrvtttl1, 6th August 1981. 
CO~!SStOft OIL BUl.L!flN NO. 101 
The weekly butl~tin, published by the Co••isston 91v11 tht l1t11t iva1lablt 
dttl relating to the form1tion of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as rega~ds Community oil markets. 
Fro111 31st December 1971 to 27th July 1981i ttt. prtc,, of crude o1l and 
petroleum products have tvolvtd at follows tn current dollar, s 
a) FOB ~rices for the Cc1111unity•11vtr1ge external supplies of crud, otl rott 
by 170XX 11 a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
(1) 
b) the pre•t1x consuatr prtcet for th• principal otl products rt~ltcted 
incre1s11 in price for crude otl and taported f1n1shtd products to the 
extent that they incrt11ed by an average of around 90X tn the Community. 
c> 1f these prices had bun tn lint wtth tht Rott1rd1• spot prtc11, the ftg\lrt 
would hive b~cn 98% in,t••d of 90%. 
(1) This ltvel h partttul1rly sen11ttve to vart1t1on1 tn tht value of tltt dollar 
in retat1on to the var1out n1t1on1l currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to I rise in dollar prices. 
Attec~ed also, one tablt which indicates consumption price levels expressed tn 
the national currencies. 
> ) 
KOMMISSIONEN > FOR OE EUROPJEISKE: FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOflAfKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE ~ELLE COMUI\ITA EURGPEE - COMMISSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
•,; 
OIL 1.r.c. IULLITJN N0.101 
VEEICLY INDJCATM CONSUIIII NJCII LIVIU .. THI COIIUIJn. TAUS ... tUflll IICUIDD n, 
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.. ttllted ... rqe tn I 
21.1.11 11s.1z.11 
c> .. ltllted ... r ... • 
_.med products . 
-21.1.11 ,1,.12.11 
• W.rt.ttons tn I 
Pl•tta 411'Dt•t1one 
• 
.Prea1• .. sol tn1 hgular .. IOUM 11uteaottw dt ... l ell NNttnt otl. 
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PRISSl·MHDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·REUASE • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MHIDHING AAN DI PHS 
8russelt, 13th August 1981. 
COPIMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 108 
'If /7. Lt/ 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission g1vet the latest ivailablt 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Comm;ssion considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 3rd August 1981 tht prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 170 X II a result of the decisions taken by the oil txport1ng countries; 
b) the pre-tax consu~er prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil end imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 85X in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterda• 1pot prices, the figure 
would have bten 98X instead of 85X. 
(1) This level ts particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
nat;onal currenc;es are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, wh;te conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed 1n 
the national currencies. 
:• 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAF.11:N 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK>NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
W££11'LY 11\DICATIV[ CON5L""EI PIICES L[1;£LS JN H•E CO•'."UNJTY. TUES AND DUTIES UCLUD£D (1) 
Price, •t : 3.a.at 
Belgiu• <•> 










b) Wti9ht•d ev•r•g• in I 
!.s.e• ,1s.12.18 
c) W•ight•d evrregt on 
con,•rntd products 
5.8.81 ,,s.12.11 


















l•gular gasoline Auto~otiv• diesel oil Muting oil 
1/1000 L (2> 111000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 
JS2,43 J03,S7 27),58 
3SS,S1 311,07 283,14 
309,S7 287,59 258,44 
301,06 286,72 274,32 
361,0J J4a,13 293,95 
292,03 271,46 259,20 
. 
329,10 286,91 264,69 
313,32 306,20 300,SS 
310,00 288,45 269,41 
691 661 161 
851 
811 991 991 
lniduil frl 
,,,coo ·-, ~\ ~ ~IJ. ·• 













(1) Prict l•vtl : pric• l•v•l aost oft•n eopli•~ •nd thus repre1entatlvt •ccording to the i,.,t t1tl .. te1 of tlle ea,,ert1 oft .. 
a••btr sut,s of the 01 l oerlltt ,n tech ••abof" uate. 
U) Pu"'P Pricts 
(3) Pr•cts tor d•livtr1t1 of 2,000 - 5,000 litrtl 
(4) Pr1,•1 for del1v•r••• l•s• then 2,000 tonn•• per oonth or less than 24,000 ton,.., p•r ~ar. 
(5) Tht av•r•g• r•sults of .,.,ghting the Qu.ntities concerned during the last Quarter 71 •nd the first t•r .. ~rters 197'. 
<•> Ne1iauo prices 
.. lglca- F8 C•) 
••nt•••k c• 
lll ... gne ... 
fra,,ct ,, 
lrlet>d• I lrl. 
llal le Llrt1 
,., ..... n 
. 




puLL[TIN P(TROLIEI C.(.(. N0.108 
,, h eu ].8.11, 
f11•nct Suotr £11,nct lloraal• '4tso i l flottur 
Prea,ua ,a,ollne ltguler Gesoli,.. Autoeot1vt D1nel 
1000L 1000L 1000l 
15.240 14.440 12.438 
2.865 2.800 2.450 
120 775 720 
1.176,60 1.786,80 1.701,70 
2SZ,31 247,67 238,12 
391 .920 j62,260 336, 7SO 
959,99 914,2] 797,04 
17S,~O 171,70 167,80 
'8soil Ch•uff•llf 'uel rhidllfl 












TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)nOY TYflOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRISSl·MID~HHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANHDINDIH nn TON nno • INFORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
lruHtlt, 20th August 1981. 
COPIMISSlON OIL BULLETIN NO. 109 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ivailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 10th August 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved 11 follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil ros, 
by 170X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre•tax consu~er prices for the principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for. crude oil and imported finish~d products to the 
extent that they increased by 1n average of around 81X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterd1• spot prices, tht f1gurt 
would have been 94X instead of 81 X. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations tn the value of the dollar 
1n relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currenc)es are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely I 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed 1n 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/BSKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAF.TEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - ErllTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 





OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 109 
,WEEKLY INDICATIVE CO~SUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co~~UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










., Weighted average<5> 
,, Weighted average in I 
10.1.11 /15.12. 78 
c> Weighted average Oft 
conc,rned products 
.10.11.11 /15.12 .78 
d) Variations in I 
Platts QUOtations 
10.a.11 ,1,.12•78 
Pre.!iua gasol irn 













Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil HHting oil 
1/1000 L . <2> 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 
348,32 306,51 267,90 
345,14 302,62 275,44 
303,93 284,49 256,50 
308,68 288,01 276,09 
351,45 338,90 286,15 
285,02 264,95 252,98 
319,94 278 .. 93 257,32 
302,56 295,68 .. ~,22 
305,59 284,30 266,17 
661 631 841 
811 
... 
771 951 951 
Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level : price level aost often epplied end thus representetive eccording to the best esti .. tes of the experts of the 
aeaber states of the oil market in Heh aellblr state. 
(2) Puap Prices 
O> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' ,: 
(4) Prices for deliveries less then 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less then 24,000 tonnes per yeer. 
(5) The everege results of weighting the quantities concerned during the lest querter 78 end the first three quarters 1979. 
f•> Nexi111111 prices 
@ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.109 
Weekl1 indicetive consumer prices levels in national currencies - Texes and duties excluded. 
lelgtqw fl <•> 
tane .. rk c, 
au ... ane OIi 
Fr•ce 
" 
lrlande l lrl. 
ltelte Lires 
,.,, .. ., Fl 
. 
U.K. rt Angl. 
<•> ~aximum prices 
Prix 11aximaux 
;:.-1 
Prta au 10.1.81 
Essence Super Essence Noraele 










&asotl Noteur &asoil Cheuffage 
Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil 
1000&. 1000L 





















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PARa..E 
OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYllO'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE W00RDVOERDER 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRHSI 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON nno • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
8ru11el1, 27th August 1981 
COMPIIISSION OIL 8UlLETIN NOJ10 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community • 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 17th August 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved 11 follows in current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 170 X as a result of the decision~ taken by the oil nporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consuMer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by en average of around 87% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in lint with the Rotterd1• spot prices, the figurt 
would have been 95% instead of 87%. 
(1) This level is particularly 1en11t1ve to v1r11tion1 1n the value of tht dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed 1n 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely 1 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed 1n 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - ETllTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-
Selling price of petroleUIII products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 11ocont1ins amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables whtch indicate at 15th May 1981 . consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax <estimated on a weekly basis in each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 
in force in each Member Country. 
I 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.110 
. 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVE~$ IN THE COM~UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 17.8.1981 










•> Weighted avera91<5> 
II> Weighted average in I 
17.8.1981115.12.78 
c> Weighted averago Oft 
concerned products 
17.8.1981/15.12.78 

















1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 1/1000 •• (4) 
312,93 259,01 186,26 
308,56 280,15 110,.,s 
296,91 268,40 115.,66 
294,96 282,75 181,.JO 
345,01 291,31 234,.11 
267,89 255,IO 115,.11 
291,55 269,41 1U,.M 
312,.79 311,.U 205 .... 
293,91 275,41 1,0,.a 
691 901 1CIOI 
871 .•• 1:- .• • • •• :.. •.••. 
991 991 1011 
(1) Price level : price level 110st'often 1pplied and thus r,pr11ent1tiv1 1ccordtng to the best 11ti .. t11 oft .. , ... rtt of Ille 
eeeber states of the oil urket In HCh aelltllr state. 
(2) Pump Prices · 
<3> Prices for deltvtries of 2,000 • 5,000 litres·· 
<4> Pric1s for deliveries lets thin 2,000 tonnes per IIOnth or less than 24,000 tonnes per )'fir. 
(5) The average results of 111i9"th19 the quanttci11 conctrned during the lHt quarter 78 Ind the first tlll'N .,.,t,rs 1ffl. 
• Naxi•u• prices 
IULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.110 
lliveaua indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prh hors droiu et taaet 6 la cons-tion en MnNIH natlonelff 
Ve1kl)' indicative con1U11er prices level, in national currencies - Taae, and duties excluded. 




Irland, l Jrl. 
Ital ie LINS 
Pars-e11 Fl 
.. 
U.IC. It Allgl. 
• Prix aaxlaaua 
Naxi11u• prices 
' 
Prta au 17.8.1981 
E11ence suswr E111nce Noraale 










&asol l floteur &.soil Chauff1ge fuel rnlduel 
Aute111otiv1 Oi1s1l Heating OH l11ldual Fuel Oil 
1000L ., . 1000L TOMI 
12.918 10.692 7.689 
2.450 2.230 1.675 
750 678 469 
1 .778,20 1 .704,60 1.093 
238,82 201,65 162,.06 
336.750 321.543 233.537 
817,37 755,30 529,.n 
172,60 172,10 113,50 
...... 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLlERS 
PRIX 1'RATIQUES AU: 15 "Al 1981 
Prtl pour 1.000 L Ctn aonnaits nationalts) 
C A R B U R A N T I 
-- Essence~" - Essence No,...le 
Prix lloyens Prix lloyens 
;:z:- Hors Prh dt ~ Hors ~ vtnte Tues ~ 
IELGIQUI (fl) 13.578 12.312 25.890 13.416 11.664 
DANE"Alllt (Kr) 2.900,99 2.539,01 5.440 2.886,56 2.473,44 
ALLW- (DII) 673,01 743,89 1.416,90 667,17 699,03 
flMCE C ff) 2.021,00 1.749,00 3.770 1 .900,80 1.659,20 
IILANOE Ct) 203,42 215,98 419,40 202,96 211,36 
ITALIE_ (LirH) 534.820 365.180 900.000 529.480 335.520 
PAYS IAS(fl)" 799,71 856,29 1.656 791,47 810,53 
lvYAWIE-UNI (t) 181,50 150,70 332,20 181,00 147,00 
i 
Taua de.change au 15.aai 1981 









25.080 7.000 10.750 
5.360 . 976,0I 2.303,92 
1.366,20 589,64 693,66 
3.,560· 1.175,90 1.574,10 
414,32 141,54 218,66 
865.000 68.470 331.530 
1.602 354,93 719,07 
328,00 184,30 168,90 
11 • 37,4550 Fe·- 7,22 CD - 2,2975 D" - 5,5350 FF - 1.143 Lires - 2,5560 Fl. - 0,4816 l angl. - 0,6289 l lrl. 





PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUlTS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIGUES AU: 15 "AI 1981 
.CO"BUSTIBLEI 
' (en aonnaies nationales) 
Gasoll chauffage <1.000 L> (1) 
. Prh aoyens 
. 
z Hors Prla Drolts dt Taxes Taats Vtntt 
BELGIQUE OB) 1.479 9.241 10.720 
OJNE"ARI( (l(R) 928~29 2.086,71 3.015 
ALLE"-GNE (D") 95,09 587,20 682,29 
FRANCE (Ff) 435,40 1.500,60 1 .936 
IRLANDE (() 15,30 189,47 204,77 
JULIE (Lirts) 66.438 317.,955 384.393 
PAYS-BAS <fL) 158,26 658,30 816,56 
ROYAUME-uru 7,7 156,10 163,80 
(1) Livraisons unitaires dt 2000 i 5000 litres 
<2> Livraisons inferieurts i 24.000 tonnes par an 
Fuel lovrd H.T.s. <tonne><Zl 
• 
Pr Is IIO)'tftl 
?.:::" Hors Prta ~ • THIS ti Ytntt 
-
7.619 7.619 
410 1.643 2.05:S 
15 496,58 511,58 
1 1.098 1.099 
15,92 144,00 159,92 
1.000 231.217 239.217 
15,0I 567,42 582,50 
















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOmnov TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHDINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Bru1stl1, 3rd September 1981. 
CO .... ISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 111 
The weekly bullet in, publ tshed by. the Commission gives the latest ivailablt 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 24th August 1~81 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Coamunity•s average external supplies of crude ofl rose 
by 170 X 11 a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre•tax consu~er prices for the principal ofl products<1> reflected 
increases fn price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 94% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterd1• spot prices, the figure 
would have been 99% instead of 94%. 
(1) This le~el ft particularly sensitive to varf1tfon1 in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies ire constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed fn 
the national currencies. 
. ' 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. _j . 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHT\~ 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN ! 
-
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 111cont1ins amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables whtch indicate at 15th June 1981 . consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each "ember State, 
with an·indication at the given date of the rate of exchange 1g11nst 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are ••de up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax <estimated on I weekly basis in each of 
the Comm;ssion's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 
in force in each Member Country. 
OIL E.E.C. SUUEilN N0.]11 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUl'IER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co~"'UNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 24.8.81 
Belgium • 










b) Weighted average in I 
24.8.81 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted 1vera111 on 
concerned products 
24.8.81 /15.12.78 


















Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 
357,45 325,18 293,46 
349,07 319,11 290,45 
327,27 306,43 283,14 
325,83 304,01 291,43 
370,98 357,72 302,05 
295,48 274,67 262,26 
346,90 300,68 277,84 
338,08 323,64 322,70 
329,15 30,3,08 287,22 
791 741 981 
941 
771 1031 1031 
Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level : price level aost'often applied and thus representative according to the best estia1tes of the experts of tile 
aeaber states of the oil Hrket in each aellblr state. 
CZ> Puap Prl ces 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three Quarters 1979. 
•l Naxi•u• prices ptlLLETlN PETROLlER C.E.E. NO. 111 
ltveaua lndic1ttf1 hebdoll1dalr11 des pri• hors droit1 et t1111 • la consoaa1tion en aonnale1 natlonal11 











. <•> Prix 111ximaux 
Maximum prices 
,. 
Prb IU 24.8.1981 
E11ence Super Essence NoM11le 










G11oll floteur G1soll Ch1uff191 






238,82 . 201,65 
336.750 321.543 
817,37 755,30 
172,60 172, 10 
fuel rfsldull 























PRIX DE V!NTE DES PRODUITS PETROLlERS 
PRIX pqAflQUES AU :15 JUIN 1981. 
C A R 8 U R A N T S 







Prix Mo:,ens Pr ix MQ:,ens 
~ Hors Prh de DroHs Hors ~ ~ ~ Taxes vente axes
~ 
~ 
13.760 13.040 26.800 13.630 12.520 
2.928,03 2.661,97 5.590 2.913,61 12.596,39 
678,57 786,63 1.465,20 672,76 742,04 
2.043,40 1.876,60 3.920 1.923,20 ~ .786,80 
203,42 215,98 419,40 202,96 211,36 
534.820 365.180 900.000 529.480 335.520 
804,59 883,41 1.688 796,35 837,65 
182, 10 154,70 336,80 181,50 150,40 
I 
Taux de change au 15 juin 1981 
Gasoi l lloteur 
Prix ao:,ens 
Prh de Droits Hors 
~ ~ vente Tues 
26.150 7.104 11.166 
5.510 1.001,32 2.418,68 
h.414,80 589,68 694,02 
3.710 1.198,30 1.701,70 
414,32 141,54 218,66 
865.000 68.470 331.530 
1.634 360,12 747,88 
331,90 184,20 168,30 
11=38,655 FB - 7,4280 CD - 2,3635 OM - 5,6535ff - 1.179,25 Lires - 2,6320 Fl.- 0,5044 ~ angl. - 0,6468 ~ irl. 






PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUJTS PETROLlERS 
<en aonnaies r.ationales> 








PRIX PNTIQUES All : 1$ JUI'I 198~ 
-c:c"eUSTIBLES 
G..SC·' t ~h1ufhge ,, .000 L) <~> 
Prh r-:1en1 
~ I Hors Prh Droiu de Taus· Taxes V?ntt 
1.534 9.586 11.120 
953,53 2.201,47 3.155 
95,87 593,20 689,07 
457,90 1.628, 10 2.086 
15,3G 189,47 i 204,77 
69.840 318,110 387.950 
163,:m 686,30 8',9,60 
7,70 164,70 1?,,40 
(1) livraisons unita;r,s de 2000 a 5000 litres 
<2> Livraisons infrriturts; ~4.000 tonnes par an 
Fuel lourd H.T.S. (tonne) (2) 
. 
Prix aoyens 
~ Hors Prix ~ de Tues ts Vente 
-
7.380 7.380 
410 1.738 2.148 
15 491,29 506,29 
1 1.093 1.094 
15,92 144,86 160,78 
1.000 240.136 241.136 
15,08 542,72 557,80 

















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP- GROUPE DU 
OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYnO'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOOR~itAROLE 
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PRISSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTHLUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE •INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSE 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INFDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 10 September 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 112 
-
The weekly oil bullet1in, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date'relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow'the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchAnge 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market struitures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case represent~tive of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicativ~ nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised • 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). ~ 
J Weekly summary: Evolution (in X> of. Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices· 
for principal oil products (Table 2>· 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average Clf cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
94X 
165% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER ~ COMMISSION bF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNll'IES _ COMMIS~MISS!ON DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE _ COMMISSIE VA~~
0
:3~~~:u~:~:~~~:~NES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOflAfKON KOINOTHTON 
,. 
METHODOLOGY 
The Commission Oil Bulletin indicates: 
-
1. Each week 
a) the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices 
in each Member State and for the Community as a whole, for the following 
principal oil products and consumer types : 
- premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
• heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
• residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for 
(small) consumers with offtakes of less th.an 2000 metric tons per month 
or less than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies (Table 1) end 
in current dollars (Table 2). In the latter case, the bulletin also indicates 
for the Community as a whole,·the percentage change from mid.December 1978 
in the price of each product, and in the average for all the products 
considered, weighted according to their consumption during a given period. 
b) the ~i1 cost level of Community crude oil supplies, calculated 
at the date of landing (Table 3). This is a weighted average which 
includes Community produced crude oils consumed within the produting 
member state and based on the actual structure of Community supply and 
the prices actually paid for the crude oils concerned (i.e. including 
both rebates and prttllia). Data for this calculation are obtained 
. 
in the main, from the monthly declarations made under the Community system 







' . , 
- 2 -
-
2. Each Month 
Average ruling prices (and the taxes and duties applicable> in national 
currency for principal oil products in each Member State as at the 15th 
of the previous month (Table 4). For the same date, this table also 
• 
shows the rates of exchange against the dollar and the European Unit of 
Account to facilitate comparison,if desired, between Member States. 
3. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the indexed evolution since the first 
quarter of 1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 • 100), of the average CIF price 
of crude oil supply for each Member State and for the Community as a 
whole • 
These average CIF prices, obtained through application of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977 on price 
transparency, are derived from oil company declarations received by the 
Commission via Member States; these data cover at least 85 X of crude oil 
imports and include local crude production. Average quarterly costs for 
each type of crude are weighted by the quantities actually supplied using 
the official market rates of exchange to obtain the most representative 
supply cost indications. 
·~ r, 
finally table 6 shows, by Member Country and for the Community, the 
imported supply cost of.the main petroleum products. This cost figure 
is also available- in accordance with the requfrements of Community 












IC1veau• · 111c1tcettf1 llelldNldatrn- clel prb llors t .. n I l• -don en IIOIINIH nat1on•ln U>· 
V11kly tndf11ttv1 CCll'l..,..r prte1 l1¥1l1 tn 111ttanel currenctei. T•• and duttn ••eluded (1) 
,... . 
. Prtces• at I 31.1.1911 
; l!llfflH super lllenH norlllll ... ilou aotevr .. .. IOtl e!leufflll Fuel l11tdull NTI 
Pl'flltua .... une l1gul1r .... ltne AutOIIOtfVI PIOtl IIHtini 9110tl l11tdull Puel ·Otl I 
-
- ... ·-·-· 1CIOO l. 1CIOO t. 1000 L. 1CIOO t. ,_ 
. <Z> (2) • CZ) c:s,·· . (4) .._ 
IILaillUI Cfl> 15.1.0 14.2CID 12.911 11.651 7.430 
. ... --~- ~ 
..,_r, CM> Z.620 z.sss 2.450 z.no 1"'1S ·- .... Deut,,11,-, ,..., 157 112 750 
"' 
.., 
lll11 (DI) 25.366 
. 
n.us 16.18 16.161. 10.111111 
France <PF> ,.995,60 1.905,11 1.111,zo J.'IIM,60 1.on 
Ir.lend Cirt1II C> 252,Jt 247,67 . fll,R 201,65 
' 
161,D6 • 
it1lf1 CL fre) 391.920 362.260 -.336.741 321.543 231.DD6 
Luxellbourg (Pl.) 14.850. 13.930 12.320 . 11.100 7.519 
ICecMr land CPU 998,97 .. 94J,D4 U7,71 755,30 SZ7,G2 
~fted ICfngdoll (I 116,DD 180,30 1n,.o •. 1n,1.~ 113,30 
Ct> ~rh le plut 1ow1nt pr1tfQ11i1 et afMt r1pr41ent1tff1,1tl.111 ln •1lleures 11ttutfon1 d11 HPfftl dis Et1t1 lltllbr11, clu urcllt 
p6trol1er de. cheque Etat aedlr1 . 
Pric11 most frequently cl!1~1d end tllus repreHnt1ttve, of tN otl Nf'lllt tn Heh llellllr 1t1t1, according to the Nit 
11ti~te1 of t~e national expert,. 
CZ) ,rh I la PIIIPI • 
Punp prfc1 ., . . 
(J) Prix pour lfvrafson de z.Oi*!· I S.OCO Lttr11 
Prices for d1l lv1ri11 of 2,COO to 5,000 ·LftrH 
C4> rrh pour llvralsonstnferftvr•• 2000 tonnes par aofs ou tnftrteurel 24.DDO tonne, par an. ·Prb fr-o con-teun. 













-.;; ;;;~-::;;-;notc11~i-{ s~ ~~-=;..~•.i ;,,-~~1-prtx i,o~.,· ;-,~~~ -~ -te "!Oll!C!P.mat ion,·;;. ~oll1.•1 cour;a11t1 
WHk\J' lndfcattve consumer prtc1 l~l1 fn current dollers. T11 and dutfH excluded (1) . 
::::,:" I~ It I 31 olo 1911 
EHII\Ct super E11enc1 norul1 . h1otl aoteur 
Preafus 9110Lt11e •• ..,,., plOltfll Aut-t tve psot l 
1DDO lo 1CIOO L. 1000 L. 
CZ> (2) (2) 
311,33 357,11 324~94 
344,35 US,ID JZZ,00 
352,24 »3,74' 308,26 
425,60 393,ZD 271,17 
342,47 327,06 305,16 
379,24 m,2, 351,96 
322,30 '297,91 276,92 
37J,5S .JSD,39 309.,19 
369,37 341,69 309,74 






.. ,otl clrauff111 













Puel l11fdual KTI 












,,..,enn1 /1vera91 'cs> 346,39 334,51 303,11 219,25 195,76 
t,Y1rf1tion aoy1nn1 I 
1v1r191 variation I IOI 121 741 1DDI 1051 
J1.l,1MV15.1Z.71 
c>¥ariatfon l!IO)'lnn1 ·~ I 
lta S produits 
... :;·~ ... ,,.., I 941 I Avtr191 variation for .. 
. . 
all 5 pniducu • ; 11.I.J911/1S.1Z. 71 
:u Prh lH plus sowtnt, prat\qu•• et afnl.1 ,epr4Hntatlt• ,ion ln MHleur11 11tiD1tton1 dis HPll'U det £tats lleabrH, du aarchi 
p•trol i .... de chaqut Etlt atmbre 
Prices , .st freoutntly charted and tllu1 repr11ent1tfve of the otl Mrket in 1acll llllllltr lt1t1,1ccordf119 to tll1 Nit estf .. t11 of 
the n•t·.; _nal 1•;,1rts., · · 
:z> Prix 6 l.a poap1. PuMp price , 
"3) Prix pou.r livralson dt 2.11.JO I 5i000 Litre,. Prfc11 for d,ltvert11 of Z,ODO to S,DDD Lttr11. !4) Prfa pour'.lfvrafson fnf6rieure ZOCO tOl\1111 par aois ou 1nf•r1eur1 I z-~cco tonnes itar an.-Prtx franco con101111ateur1. 
Prfc11 for offt1k11 of less than 2,000 tons per IIOllth or l1t1 than 24,000 ton, per year. Delivered con51191r Prfc11. 
:5> La Nyenn1 resultt d'unt POIICl•ruton . cit• ciuai\tftts con-•11 de ch1qu1 prod&iit concernt •u court du •••••• 
1'111 result of wighting tlll prfc,• •f tll1 pt'oduct1 concerned""'· the quant1Uts con1Ullld during tllt period •••••• 
G..;;-J. 
~
toOt CAP ,•...,..,ttt~t en brut di La C-utf 
CIP coat of Coaauntty crude ofl IUPl:lli••· 
Prb.au 
Prft:1 II It. 
Prf• au jutn 1911 
Prfn II It · 
Evolution Cl) 






TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTlllUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno . INFORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 17 September 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 113 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for tht Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparenc2: as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow.the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
int~rnational price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to eoch Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
begin~ing of each quarterr 
Th~ Commission Oil Eulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary : I Evolut~on (in X> of Community indications for 
· 1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20) Weighted average ~IF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
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Niveeux indicetifs hetldomedeires des prix hors t~xes • le consoometion en monnaies natior.ales (1) 




Prices as at 7.9.1911 
!TABLEAU 1 _ TABLE 
Essence super Essence nor111 le .GaioH IIIOteur ,, Gaso1l chauffage Fuel lesidull HTS: 
. Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoH lesiclual Fuel-OH It 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
.-
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) -·-
Belgique (FB) • 15.160 14.200 12.911 11.651 7.430 
Denmark (DK> 2.620 2.555 2.450 2.230 1.675 
Deut1ch l11nd (DIO 862 117 752 696 471 
Ellas (DR) 25.366 · 23.435 16.162 16.162 10.002 
France <FF> 1.995,60 1.905,IO 1.771,20 1.704,60 1.104 




iu 1.ia <Lire> .. 391.920' 362.260 336.740 .. 321.594 236.021 
Lux,:r.bourg (FL) 14.850 ; 13.930 12.320 . 11.700 7.519 
Nederland (Fl) 998,97 934,04 837,71 755,30 527,0Z 
United Kingdom (l 186,00 180,30 172,60 172,1Q 113,20 
(1> Prix le plus souvent pretiq~es et ainsi representatifs,sll.onles meilleures estimations des experts des Etats "ecbres, du aarcht 
pttrolier de cha~ue Etat oe~bre 
Prices most frequently char.ged and·thus representative, of the oil market in each Necber State, according to the best 
estir.ates of the national experts. 
(2) Frix a la pompe 
Pur.p price . 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,CCO to 5,COO Litres 
(4) Prix pour livraisol'$infericuresA 2COO tonnes par mois ou inftrleuresl 24.000 tonnes par 1n. -Prix franco conS01111ateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less then 2,000 tons p~r month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• pr;x aax;maux 
l'lui•u• pricu 
(T&blt•·J hebc!o..adaire> 
r;~•:::.:.•..;:--. ~:-~ic:?-:.~'!'5 r..::,cc:::ao~,res. c~s prix hors :a~es a la :onsc::":Dttion en do~l~.-! t~'.!:"'~~ts 
Weekly indicative consu:ner price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties ex:luded (1) . 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
7.9.1911 T;.BLEAU TABLE 2 
I I Essence super Essence noricale Easoi l fflOUUI' Gasoil chauffage Fuel Resid~al HTS 
! I Pre,.ium gasoline Regular gasoline Auto10otive gasoll Heating gasoll Residual Fuel Oil I 
l 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
f;(l\llUU~ <•> 381, 19 357,05 324,81 293,13 186,12 
tar:r.::rk 345,00 336,44 322,62 293,65 220,56 
Dtut~chland 354,96 336,43 309,66 286,60 196,13 
Elles 426,67 394,19 271,15 271,.15 161,24 
f r•f"Cf 343, 15 327,71 305,76 293,11 189,13 
Ire lard 297,02 389,14 370,55 304,32 240,09 
Italia 322,36 297,97 276,91 264,52 194, 13 
Lu•nbourg 373,39 350,26 309,71 294, 19 190,12 : 11,dertar,d 370,97 350,20 311,09 280,41 195,71 
t;r,;t•d Kir.pliom 338,42 . 328,05 314,04 313,13 ,205,96 
C.E.E. ;, . 
E.E.C. 
,;)n:oycnr.e /ave~age 1(5) 345,67 335,24 303,04 288,91 195,76 
t)Variat ion r.,oyenne % ; 
av:ragc variation% 801 121 741 1001 1051 
.:, .!J J,1. /15.12.78 
c)•:3riat ion :cayenne su, I 
les $ produits I 941 I Aver3~e variation for 
a~~ S prod~:ts 
• 
• 7.9.!1. /15.12.78 
.. tu .,) Pru tes P s souvent orat,Ques et a,ns, represe"ltat1f,;. sEl.on les meilleures est,:iat,ons des experts des Euts llecbres du aarch• 
petrolier de chaque Etat nen:bre ' 
Prices r.ost freauently charged and thus representative of the oil carket in each lle:lber State,according to the best estiaates of 
the national e•o•rts. -
:2) Prix~ la po~pe. Pur.p price 
;3> Prix pcur ljvrajson ~e 2.000 a 5,CCC Litres. Prices.for d~liye~ies of 2 009 to 5,000 Litres • 
• ~) Fr>< pc~r l1vraison 1nferieure a 2CCO tonnes par 0,01s ou ,nfer,eure a 2i.ovO tonr,es par an •• Prix franco conso1111ateurs. 
. Price• ,er offtakes ~f less than ~,OOQ tons per ~onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consumer Prices • 
. Sl !.a ~cyer.ne rcsulte d u~e por.derat,on des ouantites consce:~•cs de chaque prod1.;it concerne au cours de _l,.'jlJ",!lfe 1980 
ihc r,·~ult of weighting the price• of the products concern~d by the quan-titles consu11ed during the period .J118D.; 
<•> lla•i- prices. Prix -i•aux 
CoOt CAF d'approvls1onneaent en brut de la Com•unaut6 
Clf cost of co ... unlty ;rude otl supplies. 
Prix au 
Price IS It. 
15.12. 71 
Prix au juin 1911 













TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROU'E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAt,.A EKnPOrnnov TYllO\' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRESSE 
INHDINDIH rlA TON TYRO• INfDRMAZIDNE AllA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 24 September 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN Nb. 114 'f l/l?, If/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved .!_!:'ansparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow'the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rut1•'., 111t• i~inorcd; althouqh valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of con~umer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 F.xt. 3450). 
j~ekly summ_a_r_y~~-' Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAHEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

~;~eau• ·indice:ifs h"bdo~~aaires des prix ncrs taxes a ,a cor.so.~mat,on en o:onnaies nationales (1) 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in rational currencies. Tax end duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadafre) Prix IU 




Essence super Essence norinale I . Ga soil motevr " Gasoil chauffa11« Fuel Residual HT Preniun gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 l. 
Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 L-.- Tonne (2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) 
. -
8elgique CFS) <•> 15.160 14.200 12.918 11.658 7.430 
Dannark (DK> 2.620 2.555 2.450 2.230 1.635 
Deutschl11nd (DM) 855 810 750 684 478 
Eltas (DR) 25.366 23.435 16.162 16.162 10.002 
France (ff) 1.995,60 1.905,80 1.778,20 1.704,60 1 .104 
Jrela!'ld (Jdsh 0 264,42 259,64 246,79 202,61 I 159,90 
Italia (Lire> .. 391,920 362.260 336.740 321.774 236.270 
Luxeo:bourg (FL) 14.850 13.930 12.320 11. 700 7.589 
P.ederland (Fl) 998,97 943,04 837,71 755,30 527,02 
United Kingdo!II (( 186,00 180,30 172,60 172,.1_0 113,10 
(1) Prix le plus souvent prattquis et ainsi representatifs,se.on Les 111eilleures estimations des ex;,erts des Etats Menbrts, du marcht 
p~trolier de chaque Etat newbre 
Prices nost frequently char,ged and thus representative, of the oil r.arket in each Meaber State, according to tht best 
est1nates of the national ex;,erts. 
C2> Frix i la poinpe 
Pu:-p price 
(3) Prix po•J• livraison de 2.0CC a 5:oco Litres 
Prices for del!veries of 2,CCO to 5,cpo Litres 
(4) Prix pour livraisoro lnferie•,rt'S~ 2COO tonnes par 111ois ou inHrieuresll 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso11mateurs. 
Prices for offt,kes of less than 2,000 tons ;,er mc~th or less than 24,COC tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
<•> rrli •ax;maux. Maximu• Prices. 
... ; .. \ ..... ,..;.:,. ~:.:.. .. ,. - ., ... :. ,, :.:... r.,.~ •. ~.-.--; ... i·,c.,r, ~n •:"·· ·-1,:. CJur.1:,\.~ 
~1.:,.-~L$ i:i c_;:~r . .-:·.: ~c,llnrs .. '!'lX a:,c 1it..t.it.·~;f:'-x(l1,;c~fl1) 
~nLEAC- ., 
(T~:,l eau htbdoudai re) Prix au t>cices a~ at 14.9.1981 ' TABLE • 
Essence super I Esser:ce r.ocmale Gase.it 01oteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel ~~sido.:3t :ns Prenii.:m gasoline I Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating sasoil Residi.:al ru:l 'lil ~ 
1000 l. I 1000 t. 10::lO l. 1CO'J l. Ton!".it (2) (2) (2) (3) (I,) 
f.:l~;Q~e <•> 390,72 365,97 332,93 I 300,46 191,49 
i.an;:"12:rk 352,76 344,01 329,87 300,25 220,14 
Deutsch land 361,06 342,06 316,72 288,85 ?01,85 
El las 435,24 402,11 277,31 277,~1 171,61 
frarce 351 ,33 335,52 313,06 300, 10 194,36 
Ire lard 407,11 399,75 379,96 I 312,05 246,18 Italia 327,82 303,01 281,67 
I 
269,15 197,63 
l.u••-~bourg 382,73 359,02 317 ,52 301,54 195,59 
Nederlar,d 381 ,62 360,25 320,01 288,53 201,32 
~~it•d Kir.p(!OII 329,78 319,68 306,02 305, 14 200,53 
C.E.E. 
E.E.C. 348,94 339,31 307,80 292,33 198,45 
ala:oyenne /average h, 
l:)l'ariation ~oyenne % au: 841 771 1021 1081 
average variation I I J4.9.8l /15.12.78 
CJ::~riation r.:oyenne sur I J Les 5 produits for 961 Av~rag~ varia!ion 
a'.l 5 ::,roducts . 




,,,. ,es plus scuven: crat1qcies e: a1ns1 represent2t1T~ su.on les ir.e,lleures es,,.,at1cns des experts des Etats Mecbres, du urc~e 
oe:rclicr de chaQJe Etat r.e~bre 
:s> 
Prices r-os: frea~•ntly charged and thus representative of the oil carket in each Kember State,according to the best estiaates of 
:~e ~a;~o~al ex~e~:s. 
Pri. a la pcc:~e. Pur-p price 
~,;x ~o~r livra,sc,r. de 2.CCO a 5.0!'Cl Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres. · 
~r;, ;o~r tivra~s:~ ~nf~r,eur~ i 2C~C tonnes par ~ois ou ~nf~rieure ~ 24.CJO tonnes par an ~Pri• franco consomeatturs. 
~~~:e~ :vr offtaY.~s ct ~~~s thar. 2,CCO tor.s per eor.th or less than 24,CGO tens per yeor. Deliv~red Consumtr Prices. 
La r.:oyer,ne resultc d'urie- ponceration d~s Quanti:~s conso~r,•cs d~ chaQuc prodt.iit cor.cerne au c·oJrs du •••••• 
i~.e resul: ot weighting the price" of the products Cl)n.:~rr.ed by tn~ quantities consuc,ed dur;ng the period •••••• 
(•) rd1 11a1W.;u1 
---.-r,p- CoOt CAF d'approvhionne11ent en brut de la Com11_unaute 
Clf cost of Community crude oil sup'pl ies. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Evolution (I) 









BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 114 
Prix c.A.F. moyen1 de l 'approvisionne~ent en petrol brut de ,la Co111111unaute 1·· 
en I par baril. 
Average C.I.F. prices of Community supplies of crude oil in I per barrel • 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 144 
• 
. 




1e Trim 77 12,82 13,70. 13,65 13,47 13,54 12,86 13,41 13,40 13,35 96,3 1st Q 77 ' 
2e Trim 77 12,98 2nd Q 77 13,90 
13,81 13,81 13,77 13,04 13,84 13,80 13,66 98,5 
3e Trim 77 · 13,71 3rd Q 77 13,81 
13,99 13,97 13,84 13,20 13,89 13,80 13,78 99,4 
4e Trim 77 13,89 13,91 14,13 14,17 14,06 13,24 13,94 13,75 13,86 99,9 l 
4th Q 77 
1e Trim 78 13,89 13,58 14,05 14,1, 1st Q 78 
14,03 13, 17 13,95 13,70 13,80 99,5 
2e Trim 78 13,85 13,87 13,82 14,18 14,03 13,14 13,87 13,67 13,75 99,1 2nd Q 78 
3e Trim 78 13,83 13,79 13,85 14,25 13,93 13,13 13,80 13,67 13,75 99,1 3rd Q 78 
4e Trim 78 13,95 13,92 14,04 14,19 4th Q 78 13,88 
13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 100,0 
1e Trim 79 14,70 15,12 15,12 14,84 1st Q 79 
14,80 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 106,8 
2e Trim 79 16,65 18,20 18,44 17, 11 16,65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 126,0 2nd Q 79 
3e Trim 79. 20,10 22,42 22,35 21,32 20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 155,2 3rd Q 79 
4e Trim 79 22,47 24,·75 25,61 24,18 23,11 23,12 24,20 24,05 24,20 174,4 4th Q 79 '\ 
1e Trim 80 27,98 31,92 31,90 30,63 1st Q 80 
28,54 29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 220,3 
2e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 33,51 32,38 31,10 31,20 32,06 33,25 32,45 233,9 2nd Q 80 
3e Trim 80 34,64 34,63 33,90 3rd Q 80 - 32., 19 32,69 33,76 
34,21 33,85 244,-
4e Trim 80 35,24 35,44 35,25 33,49 33,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 251,7 4th Q 80 -
1e Trim 81 38,50 38,40 37,30 1st Q 81 -
35,90 36,85 36,70 37,58 37,45 270,-
• 
2e Trim 81 
2nd Q 81 - :S7,53 37,38 37,76 
37,11 36,82 37,53 37,51 37,39 269,5 
(1) ease 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 
Basis 4th.Quarter 1978 = 100 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SP , 
OMAM EKnPOmnoY TYflOY - GRUPPO DEL PORT~~CSMANE - s GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•••••• •• • • • • • • • •• • • • •• ................. ..... ... . .. . : :·. .. . . .. 
. .. . . . .;;···;··~··················~·····-·. 
• • • •• •• • • • •• • •• •••• • ••• 
• •• •• • • •• • ••••• • • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·MEDDHHSE. MITTHlUNG AN DH PRESSE. PRESS·REUASE • INfDRMATION A lA PRE 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON nno • INfORMAZIDNE AllA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS SSE 
Brussels, 1 October 1981 
OIL BULLETIN NO. 115 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow 0 the development over time of 
certain prices. They·permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member Stotcs but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange• 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product_in each country), quality specifications and · 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
cont~xt the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quar~er. 
The Commission Oil 6ulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
···1 Weekly sum.ary : I Evolution (in Xl of Com•unity indications for : 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2)' 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous w~ek 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKA , COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES _ ~M KOMMISSION DER EUROPAJSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 








·-----,----------------------------------:-------:--~--:----:-::-------~ Niveaux indicatih hebdo!l!ldaires des prfx hors taxes • la consor.i:tation en n:o!'lnaies nationales (1) ', 
i 
.. 
Wtekly indic,tive consumer price levels in rational currencies. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
<Tableau hebdomadaire> Prill au Pricn IS at 21.9.81 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale .Gasoil r.ioteur .. Gasoil ch1uff1ge Fuel Residual HTS 
. Premium gasoline Regular gasolint Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel ·OH Ni 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. -- -·-- Tonne 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) m ·-
Belgique (FB) * 14.760 13.880 12.758 11.504 7.430 
~a!'lmark (l>K> 2.620 2.555 2.450 2.230 1.635 
Deut1c:hl11nd (DH) 142 797 748 663 470 
-
' 16.162 10 .• 002 Ellas (OR) 25.366 23.435 16.162 
France (FF) 1.995,60 1.905,80 1.778,20 1.704,60 1.104 
Ire land <Irish It'.) 264,42 259,64 246,79 202,61 I 159,90 
iulia (Lire> •. 391.920 · 362.260 -336.740 321.774 235.653 
Luxea:bourg (FL) 14.850 13.930 12.320 11.700 7.589 . 
~ederlend (Fl> 982,02 926,09 832,63 770,30 532,32 
United Kingdo~ Cl 185,10 179,40 171,70 172,5~ 111,80 
· (1) Prix le plus scuvent pratiquls et ainsi reprlsentatifs,sd.onles a,eilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du aarcht 
petrolier de c~aque Etat ~e~bre 
Prices r.iost frequently char.ged and thus representative, ~f the oil aarket in each Member State, according to the best 
estioates of the national experts. 
<2> Prix a la pompe 
PU'"'? price . 
(3) Prix pour livralson de 2.000 a 5.QOO Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres 
CO Prix pour livraiso!"6 inferieuresa 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieuresa 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco consOtU11teurs. 
Prices for offt3kes of tess than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cons1111er Prices. 
• "axi•u• priceslprix maximaux 
• ,,.., ....... i·1,.·;..\,o ....... ~,.,;·,,: .. w:..·;.. ;.,r1~ !;Uf) .. ~,.1,;~ &J .. ~ ,u,ti~,.·1;1e,:;,u11 .;.•,i C..Olt.,:~·c..ou,·e1~1") 
l.'eo:~ly ·:ndicative c;,ns.1,<er pri:e levels in current col.Lars. T~x and duties exc,uc;,,d"'<'i'>. 
(Tableau hebdooadaire) Pr)x IU • 21.9.81. Pn ces as at • 
TABLEAU 
TAE!LE 2 
Essence super __ .. Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Resid~at HTS 
' 
Preoiuo gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasotl lleat i ng gasoil Resid;Jal r~el Oil~ 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1CCO l. 1000 l. Tonr.e (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
:ir'lgiQue 
* 
404,71 380,58 349,82 315-,43 203,72 
Car.:aerk 371,05 361,84 346,97 315,81 231,55 
Dtutschland 375,89 355,80 333,92 295,98 209,82 
Ellas 461,87 426,71 294,28 294,i8 182,11 
frar,ce 37',76 357,89 333,93 320, 11 207,32 
Irclard 431,14 423,34 402,39 330,47 260,72. 
Itol ia 345,45 319,31 296,81 283,62 207,71 
Luxeir.t:ourg 407, 18 381,95 337,81 320,81 208,08 
t!eder lar,d · 395,65 373,12 335,46 310,35 214,47 




l>:ooyer.ne /average (5) 365,38 354,35 322,72 3~,55 208,38 
', 
t>Variatfon 111oyer.ne X 
average variation X 90% 93% 86% 111% 119% 
.21 .• ~.&1 /15.12. 78 
.c)\·ariat;on r:1oyenn.:'! su1 I I I 
' 
lcs 5 produi ts 106% iwera!je va~lat ion for 
at t 5 ;>rOO:\JCtS 
• 2t.~.ll1 /15.H.78 . 
.. 
-... .; I . ~ . ... . . 
.,> ~. ·• lh p.u. s~u,ent prat1ques et a1ns1 represenut, .• sa.on Les me,lleures es.1ma.1ons des uperts des Etats Keo:bres, ou c:archt 
petrolier de chaq~e ctat 111c~bre 
Prit<'S oost freQuently charged and thus representative of the .oil market in each Kellber State,according to the best estimates of 
the national eiperts. 
:2> p,;x a la pc"'pe. Pur.p price 
;~> Pei• pour livraison ~e ?·9CO 1 5,0~Q~Li;res. Prices.for d~li~e,les o! 2 C:Q to 5,CCO Litres •. 
-~> Pru pour l ,vca,son :der1eure a 2,.,.;:) ,cnr,es par r.,01s ou 1deneure a 2£.0.,c tonr:es par an •• Pru franco conso1r.Hteurs. 
Prices fer oii:akes cf less than 2,000 tons per o:cnth or less than 24,0GO tons per year. Delivered Ccnsu:er Prices. 
:S> La .-o,·cMe resu l te d 'une ponder at ion des quant ites conso:::•u•cs de chaq1..c prcd1.i t concern, au tours d• .V.\rnee 1980. 
7~e resul: ~t w~igh:i~g the price~ of the produ:ts to!'lc~rntd by the qu~~tlties consumed during the period •1980 • 
• Prix aaxiaaux/Maximu• prices 
CoOt CAF d'1pp~ovisionnement en brut de la Co1111unaute 
CIF cost ot Com111unity ;rude oil supplies. 
Prix IU 
Price IS at. 
Prix eu 
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TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
SB I IT 
13,117 102,36 
6,77 +1-275,44 
TAL~DENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
a.liA/J.A EKnPOrnnoY TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•.. 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • 
•• • • • • • ••••• • •• • •• • • • • •• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • f •••••• f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·-
. .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. .... ;··· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRHSf·MEDDIULSI • MITTfllUNG AN DH PRfSSf • PRISS·RELHSf • INflllATIIN A ti PIISSf 
ANAIOINDIH nA TON nno • INfORMAZIONf AllA STAIPA • MfDfDfllNG All Bf PIRS ' ' 
Brussels, 8 October 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.116 
-
The weekly ~il bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in ~ach bulletin follow
0
the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid fo~ identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country>, quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially jndicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1~) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
(or principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared wii'h 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
zo> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
• 
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PRESSE·MEDDEULSE • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRESSE 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PERS 
Brussels, 15 October 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.117 
-
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow'the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even it fluctuations in cxcha11ge 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the ~ame 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (th~ 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of t~blc 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at tt,r 
beginning of each.quarter. 
The Commission Oil 13ulletfo is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J_weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average Cif cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
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ITAaLEAU 1 I 1 TABLE 
<Tableau hebdoudaire> Prb Ill : s.10.1911 Prices Hat ... 
Essetic:e s_.r Essence noraale . WoH aoteur .. Gasoil chauff1ge Fuel IIHidua l NTt. . 
. Preeiua paol 1M llegvlar gasoline AutOl!IOtive gasoil Heating gasotl IIHidual Fuel ·Oil t 
100Q l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
<2> (2) ,(2) (3) (4) ·-
Belgique <Fa> • M,HO 13,480 12,391 11,137 7,156 
DanMrk (DIC) Z.455 2.390 z.,10 z.1so 1.S35 
Deutsct.i.11nd (OIi) IZ2 m 741 652 462 
Ellas CH> zs.366 ' 23.435 16.162 16.162 10.002 
France <FF> 1.995,60 1.905,. 1.n1,zo 1.704,60 1.1116 
Ireland (lr~sh If) 264,4Z 2S9,64 . 246,79 202,61 I 159,90 
i,aua (Lire> -~91,920 362.260 336.740 321.n, 232.147 
Luua:bourg (FL) 14.ISO . 13.930 12.320 . 11.10D 7.519 
Kederland (Fl) 971,IS 915,9Z 134,32 n2,eo S3Z,32 I 
United Kingdoa (If 1.13,20 1n,so 111,30 112,SO 115,70 
I 
(1> Prix le Dlus souvent pratiQU/s et ainsi representatifs,sli.onles aeilleures esti .. tions des experts des Etats "embres, du .. rcht 
pttrolie• de t~•Que Etet IIM!lebre 
Prices nost fr<·QUentl)' cha •d ...ct thus representative, of the oil urtet in each l'lea!Mr State, l!Ccordir.g to the !Mst 
estimates of the nation.at experts. 
. 
<Z> Frix i la po,ape 
Fump pl'i ct . 
(3) Prix pcur livraison de 2.000 A 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,COO Litres 
(4) Prh pcur Livraisorsinferieuresi 2COO tonnes par ao,s ou inftrieuresi 24.000 tmnes per en. Prb frenco conson-.:ateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less then 2,000 tons per 11011th or less then 24,000 t~ per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
• IIHi- prices / prb uxiaau• ' 
w1v1:.-.;1.x tr·c~-catits.nt:)CC.'!l.:l,:O:~:a:,:: .::~ -;;:i.c.hora ·tO:ftC~ .l ·l~··tv~s.,-,u;.•:;c,n •n ,;ul" .... .-:.. toura:-tts 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in curre:,t dollars. TH end duties exclt.,ded (1) 


















a>moyen:,e /average (5) 354,61 
t)Verietion ffloyenne I 
average variation I 841 
.5.1g.1111s.12.11 
c>variaticn coyenne sur · 
Les S pro:!:.ii ts 
Aver19e variation for 
ail 5 prt.oucts 
. s. 10.1111,. ~ ?. 78 
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Ti,BLEAU 2 1 TABLE . 
G1soil chauffage 
HHting s;noil 














Fuel Res;dual HTS 
















1 Fr~x s . . . . l: plus souven. prltlQues e. atnsl r•prlser..atif~ sa.on Les IHl lleures estlt1,t. lons des experts des Etats l'iecbres du carche 
petrol,er de chaque Etat aembre . ' 
Prices O'Os: frea,Jc.,tly ch1r9,2d end thus representative of the oil i:aarket in each llelllber State according to the best est~Htes of 
the · i: ional ~•~trts. ' 
:.> Pd , la pc-.:;,e. Punp price • 
;?> ~rJ ::~"~ li~~ajscn ~e,2.(?00 • S.l>Mh~itre!. Prices.for d~l~ve~in of 2 OCQ to 5,000 Litres. 
-~> r:, ~-- l I\, a ,son ln ,,!r,eure ii •-~·· ton .. ,s 11.1r r.,o,s ou ,naraure ,\ 2l .DwO toMH par an •• Prix franco consocfflateurs 
. F .. ~ c t ~~~ 1.1ff!ak~s of less t~an ~,C~O t-,rs i;.cr ~~r.:t. or te-::s than 24,~CJ tens per year. o~l iv•reod Co:is1..a•r Prices • 
.S> LJ r.~yerr.e r~sulte d'une Ponderatlon de$ Ql.•~t4trs ~~ns~~~·es ce c~a~ue prod~it concernt au cours du • 
ire rc~._.l: c~ .:el9!",ting the price~ of tne ;,roCJt.ts co~ci.-r:'le-~ t»y the quar..tities consuaed during tn~ per1;;•••• 
<•> :.:. ... i •u• prices /Fr;x •ax;-..,1 
CoOt CAF d'epprovisionneaent en brut de la Coaaunautl 
CJf cost ot Co11111unity crude oil s~li•i. 
-------··~--------------
Prix au 
Price II at. 
Prix au 
Price II et 
Evolution Cl> 
15.12. 71 
s .. 'fl.Jl.'L/15.12.78 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTlllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 22 October 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 118 
-
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bullt•tin 
contributes to improved trans_pa~:-~ as regards Community oil marb,ts. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow'the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relation:.hips over d longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchar,ge 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical product~ sold to the sarne 
categories of consumer no account is takc:n of market !;tructurcs, (the 
product categories reported arc not in every case representative of tl1e bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
mcth0ds of distribution which arc unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodolosy will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Flulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
.20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
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(Tableau hebdomadatre> Prh au Prices II at 
l~ABLEAU 1 . TABLE 
12.10.1911 
Essence super Essence normale . Ga4oil moteur ,, Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS! . 
. Premi~.,. gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HI 
Tonne I. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 t.-. 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) ·-
(Fa). 12,391 11,137 7,156 BelgiQIW 14,280 13,480 
Daneiark (DK) 2.455 2.390 2.370 2.150 1.535 
Deutschl11nd (DII) 820 775 741 651 456 
25.366 23.435 16.162 16.162 10.002 EllH (DR) 
srance <FF> ·1.995,60 1.905,IO 1.771,20 1.704,60 
· 1.104 
Ireland<lrish u 264,42 259,64 246,79 202,61 ' 
159,90, 
ltaUa <Lire> 391.920 362.260 ··336.740 . 322.119 235~676 
Luxea:bourg (FL) I 13.570 12.760 11.540 . 
. 10.900 7.271 
.:eder land (Fl> 971,15 915,92 134,32 772,IO 532,32 
~nited Kingdom <(1 113,20 177,50 111,30 112,~ 115,60 
(1> Prix le plus souvent pratiquls et ainsi representatifs,sll.on Les aeilleures estimations des experts des Etats Meobres, du aarcht 
petrolier de cha~ut E:at oe~bre . 
Prices oost frequently cha~ed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Member State, according to the best 
es:inates of the national experts. 
<2> Frix a la pompe 
Pur,p price . 
<3> Prix pour livraison de 2.0CC • 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,COO Litres (4) Prix ~our livraisonsinfericuresa 2C~O tonnes par mois ou inftrieuresa 24.000 to~nes par an. -Prix franco consomt11ateurs. 
Fcices for of~:akes of les, than 2,COO tons per ocn:h or less t~an 24,0CO tons per year. Delivered Cor.su::ier P~ices. 
<•> "••i•u• pric,s/prix maxiaaux 
,,... ~.:\i,:.;,.u. 1r..:J1c.::1t:. .~.::Lw.:-.·:.:..J..:.oo..-·s ~.:s pru,.···""·.. .:. ~~ ;or.::~:.,;;:,:;;;;: '"n t::olla,·s courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current doll9rs. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
I TABLEAU 21 TABLE CT~~leau hebdo~adaire> Prix au : 12.10.1911 Price.;; as at 
Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Heatir,g gasoH Residual Fuel Oil 
1000 l. ToMe 
(3) (4) 
Essence super Essence r.ormale l Gasoi l ooteur f Premiuo gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. (2) (2) (2) 
r.tlgioue• 388,25 366,50 337,0I 302,80 194,56 
:anr.t~rk · !49,21 339,97 337, 12 305,83 211,34 
Dtutschland · 375, 11 354,52 342,17 297,IO 2Cl,60 
293,211 181,49 
311,05 201,45 
El las 460,27 425,24 293,26 
fra~ce 364, 16 347,77 324,41 
328,16 259,45 
276,11 - 202,54 
rrrlard 429,04 421,21 400,43 
I:alia 336,11· 311,32 289,39 
296,35 197,61 
320,06 220,46 
342,65 217 ,04 
L.ixembourg 
I 
368,95 346,92 313,75 
?!eCcrlard 402,50 379,34 345,54 
i.:~itPd Kir.p(lom 343,97 333,27 340,40 
c.e.e. 
E.E.C. \ 
305, 12 206,16 
. I 
C"'.c.yenne I average (5) 361,37 351,79 326,64 
1111 1171 ~ ·1ari a! ion moyenne % 
. 
average variation I Ill 911 au 
l2. ,o.e1 ,15.12.18 
<~·:.:i.riation r.icyenne su1 : 
;cs 5 produits I 1051 I ;··era~e variation for 
c: ~ 5 iroducts 
1•:19•.,/15.12.78 
. ) ,·rix '!s p,us souv,r.t prat1cun et 11ns1 representat1f~ ss.on Les 1:e1lleures est,mat,ons des experts des Etats l':e::bres, d..: oarch• 
pe:rol1er de cnaque Etat me~bre · 
!'c ices _r.os: treo"cntly charg~d and thus representative of the oil o.rket in each l'le:ber State,according to the best estimates of 
::~ nat~G~al experts. 
?•ix • La pc~pc. Pu~p price 
:;' 0 c:, -;:u-· t;vraisc~ (/~ i;-0:c a 5,C£!Q,Litres. Prices.for dellve,i~s o1 2,CC~ to 5,CCC Litres • 
. ~> ~,.~- ;Jc~r L1v~a,scn ,nfer,~urt, .., ,~...;C ..:or.nes p3r r.-Jis ou ~~fer1e;,;r(" i 2 ... cco tcnries ;:,1r an ... Pri1 franco consoe11ateur1. 
·- rr 1 .:·~s ·er oft:i.,:~s cf Le-ss !~:an ~,CCC to~s ::er ~or,:h e,r le~~ -:ha~. 2-',CJ'J -:or.s per year. )el;vered tonsu7.er Pr;ces • 
. ;) ~a :-7.:":;er.ne rcsutte d'1.:r.c· P"n~erat1on . des c;uant;:es ccnso:-;r,,•es Ce chaQuc ~rc.=1.oi: cor.cerr.t au cours dt: l'anr.ee 1980 
7•e ,:esult o_f weig,:1ng trye price• of the prociuccs eonc<:rned l:y the quar,tities consu:ted <Juring the period 19&o. 
C~) "•••~u• pr1ces/pr11 r.ax,maux 
CoOt CAF ,•approvisionneaent tn brut de la 
CIF cost of Community ~rude oil supplies. 
Comaunautt 
Prix au 15.12.71 
Price IS ot. 
Prix IU 
Price IS It ju1n S.911 
Evolution <X> 
1 t.1A.A1115. 12. 71 
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PRISSl·MIDDILILSI • MITTlllUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno . INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 29th October,1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 119 
'f 'I/?, YI 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow 0 the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State.· In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand Ctele~hone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN. FOR DE EUROPIEISKI!: FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - ErllTPOflH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

METHODOLOGY 
The Commission Oil Bulletin indicates : 
' -
1. Each week 
a) the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices 
in each Member State and for the Community as a whole, for the follo~ing 
principal oil products and consumer types : 
premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
. 
heating gasoil,_ for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for 
(small) consumers with offtakes of less than 2000 metric tons per month 
or less than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies (Table 1). and 
in current dollars (Table 2). In the latter case, the bulletin also indicat1 
for the Community as a whole, the percentage change from mid December 197e 
in the price of each product, and in the average for all the products 
considered, weighted according to their consumption during a given period. 
b) the~if cost lev~l of Community crude oil supplies, calculated 
at the date of landing (Table 3). This is a weighted average which 
includes Community produced crude oils consumed within the producing 
member state and based on the actual structure of Community supply and 
the prices actually paid for the crude oils concerned (i.e. including 
both rebates and premia). Data for this calculation are obtained 
in the main, fro.,!11 the monthly declarations made under the Community system 






2. Each Month 
Average ruling prices (and the taxes and duties applicable) in national 
currency for principal oil produ.ct.s in each Member State as at the 15th 
of the previous month (Tab:le 4).. For the same date, this table also 
shows the rates of ex.eh.ange: ag~inst the ·dollar and the European Unit of 
Account to facilitate comparison, if desired, between Member States. 
3. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the indexed evolution since the first 
quarter of 1977 (Fourth quarter- 1978 = 1001, o.f the average CIF price 
of crude oil supply for. each- Member State and,for the Community as a 
whole. 
These average CIF priees, obtained throup appl,ication of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a CoJIUllli-ssion implem-enting,decision of 1977 on price 
transparency, a~.e der+ved fr·ollll· oil comp.any declarations received by the 
Commission via Mtmber St.aties; thes.e data. cover at least 85 X of crude oil 
imports and include local crude production. A,verage quarterly costs for 
each type of crude are weighted.by tile quantities actually supplied using 
the official market rates of exc:lta.nge to obtain the most representative 
supply cost indications. 
Finally table 6 shows, by M~mher Country and for the Community, the 
imported supply cost of. the main petroleum prcducts. This cost figure 
is also a~il.able in acco.rdanc.e wittr the. requirements of· Community 
do-c:.uments on: the· trauspa,f:'ency of the prices mentioned above. 
.. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes • l• consommat1on en 1110nna;es nationales c1,-----· -·-· 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in national currencies. Tax and dut;es excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadatre) Prix au 
Price, as at : 19.1Q.1981 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale .Gaioil moteur ,, Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS· 
. Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel-Oil H! 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) ,(2) (3) (4) .. 
Belgique CFB) * 14-280 13.480 12.398 11.137 7,156 
Danmark (DK> 2.415 2.350 2.370 2.150 1.535 
Deutschl11nd (DI!) 813 768 748 644 454 
Ellas (DR) 25.366 ' 23.435 16.162 16.162 10.002 
France (FF) 1.995,60 1.905,80 1_.778,20 1.704,60 1.104 
Ireland(Irish I!) 258,46 253,85 237,39 210,70 I 169,06 
Italia (Lire) •. 391.920. ~62.260 ._336. 740 322 .189 236.291 
Luxi:mbourg (FL) 13.570 12.760 11.540 10.900 7.271 
. 
Nederland (Fl) 971~85 915,92 834,32 772,80 5?2,32 
.. 
United Kingdom (I! 182,20 176,40 181,30 182,50 115,40 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs,saonles meilleures estimations des experts.des Etats Membres, du marcht 





Prices most frequently char:ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the be,t 
estimates of the national experts. 
Fri~ b la pompe 
Pump price . 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres 
m 
(3) 
(4) Prix pour livraisonsinferieures6 2000 tonnes par mois ou inUrieures6 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco conso111moteurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered ConsU111er Prices. 




























































































. al:r.o,enne /average 1(5) ' · 352,23 341,78 318,54 297,34 202,58 
t:)Variation moyenne X 
I average variation X 1.9 ,10..1-98A15 .12. 78 83X 86X 83X 105% 112% 
<ClVariotion moycnne sur I 
lcs 5 produits I 100% I Average variation for 






. ~ . 
• 1) ,rix les p,us ~ouvcnt prat1ques et a,ns.1 _reprl!sentat1f!;, sEl.on les me1lleures estimat,ons des experts des Etats Membres, du r.,arche 
petrolicr de chaque Etat membre 
~;·ices most frcaucntly c·harged and thus rcpresent~tive of the oil market in each Member State,according to the best estim.1tet of 
tr,! nationJL experts. 
·:; i''"~JC if !.,l por.i;,c. Punp price 
::q t !· "·,,., , ,,raison c!c 2.000 a 5,000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. 
~
1 1 
·h _,cur livraison infcri'1ure b 2000 tonnes par l!10is ou inferieure a 2~.000 tonnes par an •• Prix franco consommateurs. 
,rice~ fur off takes o~ less than 2,000 tons per mo~th or less than 24,000 tons per year. Deliverea Consumer Pricei 
:5l La ::,oycnne r·:~ultv d'unc pond(•ration . d,•s quantitls consomff'0 es de chaque prodc.dt concerne au cours d~ .l.'ann_ee 111116 
. _The rc~ult_of 1.1ci<Jh\inn th~. prici:s of the products conc~rned by the quar>tities consumed Ju~ing the period 198Q 
·•J rr,x max1maux/max1mum prices • 
Coiit CAF d'approvisjonnement en brut de la Communaute 
CIF cast of Community ;rude oil sup·plies. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
Prix au 




























Ireland (I .ll) 
Italia (Ure) 
Luxembourg (FL) 
:lede:-1..::nd (FL) I 
























Prix de v<>ntc de;s produits e~trplier.s en m9:,n;3ies na~ionales 
S1?lling Prices of Petroleum Prodµcts in N$tiQnal Currencies 
E~sencc Super 
Prix moyens pratiaues au .t~.8.1981 
Average of prices ruling as at1}~J~J~~1 
. . 
Essence Norr:iale 
. \ . ~-Premium Gasoline ~egul~r Gasoline 
100.0 L (1) 1000 L. (1) 
Hors taxes Prix de vente T.axes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Tax-es Sellin~ Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
1/,. 760 30.200 '15 .7.·30 1:!.910 29.140 
2.825,89 s .81() ! 2.969,68. 2.760,32 5.730 
845,22 1.531,40 680,32 800,18 1.480,50 
?5,366 40.00b 12~5§>5 23.435 36.000 
1.~95,60 4 .120 · 2.004,20 1.905,80 3.910 
244,17 459,10 2'14,43 . 239,18 453,61 
365.180 900.000 529.480 335.520 865.000 
14.850 . 22.900 7 .160 13.930 21.090 
99o',so 1.850 850,96 943,04 1.794 
185,9p 372,70 1~(>, 10 180,90 367,-
Gaso~l Chauf:age CZ) 
Heat ,ng Gaso1 l 
Fuel Lourd HTS (3) Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L Tonne 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
10 .·650 12.460 - 7.375 7,375 
2.230,15 3.210 ,.10 1.673 2.083 
684,2{) 791,90 15 472,54 487,54 
1 ~ .162 18.300 368 10.002 10.370 
1.704,60 2 .176 . 5 1.074 1.079 
202,84 218,14 15,92 152,93 168,85 
3?2.435 389,54'.> 1.000 234.316 235.316 
11,700 12.680 100 7.589 7.689 
I 
755,~0 931,02 15,08 529,72 544,80 
173,?0 180,90 8,01 112,31 120,32 
I 












(2) Livraisons de ?000 ~ 500Q L/D~Live~ics of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
C~) Li vr..i i '.;On$ de ?noi n:; de 20.C!O to'lnL:; pJr moi s C't de r:ioin!; de 24.000 tonnes par an/ offtaki>s 
. ~ ....... --·· 
Tableau {t 
T2ble 0 ~· 
Gasoil Moteur 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Hors tax~s Prix~' vent 




i6~ 162 18.300 
1. 778,20 3.0Sb 
230,S8 382,00 




Taux au 14.8.1981 
1 g = 41,29FB-7,9415CD-
2.5190DM-6,04 FF.- 61,83DR -
1.253 Lircs-2,7935 Fl.-
0,5549 ~ang(.- 0,6915 ~irl. 
1 ECU = 41 2205 FB -
UCE 7,92813 CD~ 
2,51476 OM - 61,7259 OR -
6,02983 FF - 0,690399 ~irl.-
1.250,89 Lires - 2,78780 Fl.-
0,55400 ~ angl. 
of l~~~ th~n '~nn ·~n- ft' 
... 
TALSMAN)ENS GAl.PPE - SPREOERGRlPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROlJIE ru PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKllf'OrCJlCfr' TYllOr' - GAi.FPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BlA:AU VAN DE ~ 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
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• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRllll·IIIIIUlll • IITTHlllli IN DH PRIIII • PRlll·RIUAll • INflRIATIIN A lA PRIIII 
INIHINDII na TOI TYID • llflRIIZIINI llll lTIIPI • IIOIDHINli AAN DI PIii 
Brussels,5th November, 1981. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N°. 120 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considP-rs that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow'the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality spccificatio~s and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2)' 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROf¥EISKE filELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GE~ 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COtJM.NTlES - COWMSSION DES COMtvUIAUTES ElRJPEEt\tES - Ef1TPOf1-I TON EYPOOAl<ON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - eot.MSSE VAN DE E\.RlPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·r.-· Niveau; ir.iHca~ifs hebdoi,edaires des prix -ho·,-s·t:n:e: I! la consom .. &t-ion en monnaies nationates· (1) 





(Tableau hebdomada1re) Prix au Prices as at 
26.10.1981 
Essence nonaale . Ga~oil coteur .. 
I 
f 
Gasoil cnauffage fuel Residual HTS :Essence supel' 
. 
-Premium gasoline Re;ular gasoline Automotin gaso1l Heating gasoil Residual Fuel -Oil H! 
1!000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. - 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) ·-. 
Bdg1:iue (FB>* 14.280 13.480 12.750 11 .487 7.1S6 
2.370 2.150 1.535 --:1anaark (DK> 2.415 2.350 
-'81111tschl,nd (OIi) . 804 759 746 654 
453 
25.366 23.435 16. 162 16. 162 10.002 Elles (DR> 
1.995,60 1 .905,80 1.778,20 1.704,60 1.104 France (Ff) 
Ireland <Irish l> 258,46 253,85 237,39 
210,70 I 169,06. 
iulia (Lire> .. 391.920· 362.m:I ~3'.6.740 _·- .. - - 322. 189 236.191 .;_ 
Luxen:bourg (FL) 13.570 12.760 11 •. 540 1U.IIUO 7.271 . 
~eder lend (Fl) 971,85 915,92 834,32 772,80 
532,32 
--
United Kir,gdOII (It 182,20 176,40 181,30 182,~0 
115,20 
. 
(1) Prix le plus scuvent pratiquis et ainsi representatifs,sd.onles meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marcht 
petrolier de chaque Etat i,embre 
Prices r.ost frequently char:ged and thus representative, ~f the oil market in each "eaber State, accurding to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
(2) F'ri x i la poape 
Pu~p price . 
·c3J Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres 
(4) Frix ~our livraisorsinferieuresi 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieuresi 24.000 tonnes par an. -Prix franco cansommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per conth or less than 24,00Q tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
<•> rrix 11axir.1ux/max;au• prices 
N;veaux indicatifs hebgomaQaireos Ces 1,1f iA ;,.,,,, ~ ~a-Ac-ii ~ la con::. ......... ~ :v,·, .;,-, .::.;~ ~::-: :::.;~:r.!: 
Weekly ;ndicative cor,sumer price levels;n current dollars. Tax and dut;~s excluded (1) 
Prix au 26.10.1981 I TABLEAU 2 j CT1ble1u hebdomadaire> Prices as at : TAEllE 
·-
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Prem;um gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil H..ating gasoil Residual fuel Oil H 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
hlgioue • !68,99 348,32 329,45 296,82 184,90 
Can11erk 32!,98 315,26 317,9S 2b8,it3 205,92 
Deutsch land 346,25 326,117 321,27 21i1,6S 19S,09 
£Has 434,38 401,:$1 276,77 2'/6.,~7 17) ,28 
Frarce 342,68 327,26 30S,!4 792,71 189,57 
Jrdar-d !9S,74 388,68 363,~,a !22,61 2S8,85 
'Jtal;, 319,80 '2Y~,60 274,77 262,90 192,81 
Lu•e11bourg 350,64 329,71 298, 19 281,65. 187 ,88 
Ned.rlar,d !79,33 357,50 !25,65 301,03 207,77 
United K;n!l(loe 328,34 .. 317,89 326,72 328,118 207',60 
C.E.E. 
. I E.E.C. 
aJw,oyenne /average (5) \ 340,39 328,04 308,20 289,42 196,04 "'-" 
ttVariation 110yenne I 
average variation I 
.m 791 m 1001 106I 
26-10..11.1 /15.12.78 
clVariat ion moyenne su1 . 
les 5 produits c~~~ l ,-Avera9e variation for 
all 5 products . 
~6 •• 1<;,.8.1 /15.1?.78 
- -~ 1) F'r11 t•s p,us souvent prat1ques et a,ns, reprl!sentat1f$. sli.on les •e1lleures nt1mat1ons du expuu des Etats llec,bres, du 11archt 
p•trr ier d~ chaque Etat r.e~bre 
Fri, 11ost freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market ;r, each lleaber State,accord;ng to the be-st estieates of 
the t;onal experts. 
2) Pris a la poape. Pur.p price 
-~) ~rix pour l!vrajson de 2.0CO i 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,COO Litres. 
:..> Fr,, pour l wra,son inf,;r;eure a 2CCO tonnl!s par mois ou inferieure il 2t.000 tonnes par ar, .- Prix franco conso11111teurs. 
' F'ricc< for offtak<'S cf less than 7.,CCO tons per r.onth or less than ~4,00'.l tens p£r y~dr. D~l ivered consu,eer Pricu • 
. S> La a,oyenne rcsu l te d '•,ne ponder at ion des quant ites consor,r,,•cs de chaq11c prcduit concerr,e a<./, cours de l 'anree 198Ct 
ihe result of w~;ghting th~ price~ of the products concerned br the quantities consUflted during the periud 1980 
<•) Fl"ix •18111 •axiaua prtc«s 
CoOt CAF d'approv111onnaaant en ~rut de l• CQ .. un•utt 
Clf cost of ,Couunity crude 'il 1u11plias. Prh IU Price as at. 15.12. 78 1B 13,117 I IT 102,36 
Prix IU 
Price as at 
juill.t 1981 36,04 +/• ~6S,62 
' Evolution (U 
76.J0.8U15.12. 78 .m11 
